CABLES FOR CENTRAL OFFICE
IN SYMMETRICAL AND COAXIAL CONSTRUCTION

Draka Comteq: 11 companies strategically combined in the Draka Holding Group – are active in the data and telecommunication market worldwide.

We are your partner for high-quality data transmission cables, control cables for audio/video signals and switching cables for central offices. Our well sorted product scope combined with quick and flexible logistic services is your link to the digital future.

Central Office: xDSL is now state-of-the-art technology for high speed internet access; UMTS will be widely offered in the near future; WLAN technology and further implementation of „Hot-Spots“ are the basis for permanent mobility.

Due to these developments old and new network operators have to adapt their services. Main topic the „Central Office“—a kind of computer centre for network operators. Increasing amount of switching and multiplex points need a large-scale cabling.

Access network
In general new network operators are interested in owning their independent access network (higher flexibility and full independence). To install a complete new cable network is very expensive. Therefore in most cases subscriber access will be realized also by using the existing copper cable network. In the future it must be possible to install new equipment, like DSLAM or multiplexers inside the central office and to connect those components to the existing cable system.

Specifications
Central Office cables manufactured by Draka Comteq fulfill the specifications of national and international network operators and equipment manufacturers. They are approved by Deutsche Telekom, Arcor, Belgacom, Matav, Nokia, ECI, Siemens and others.

Future proven products
We supply cables which are suitable for fully automated connection techniques, like „wire wrap“. High packing density requires small cable outer diameters; we achieve it by exact controlling of the conductor diameter and optimized conductor insulation.

Requirements
Our connecting cables fulfill high requirements concerning electrical and mechanical performance. Important for us: constant impedance (120 Ohm or 135 Ohm) and excellent Near End Crosstalk (NEXT). Within our product scope you will find 32 pairs cables with electrical performance acc. to CAT 5E level.
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